
Where to Find Jobs
By Harrison Barnes

It might not seem like it at first glance, but truly, there are more resources to find jobs than you could ever take advantage of.
In fact, despite having been in the career business for more than ten years, I discover new sources of jobs on a daily basis.
And this multitude of sources is excellent news for you. This one fact may very well change the way you think about your job
search forever. The question of where to find a job will no longer be one that you ask yourself.

Major Sources for Job Postings

You've probably used many of these sources, but I’m willing to bet you haven’t tried them all. You can find jobs on…
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employer websites

job listing sites

recruiter sites

public interest sites

nonprofit sites

newspaper sites

association sites

government sites

state career delivery sites

—and that’s just what you find online.

You can also discover job listings…

in newspapers

through recruiters

through university career offices

through informal networking

And that’s not all. You can also find jobs that don't even exist (because employers will create them for you), which is, in my
opinion, one of the most exciting ways to find a job.

So how prevalent are these sources?

You Can Find Jobs Employer Websites

Well, you can find roughly 50,000 employer websites that are very good, meaning they typically have multiple job
opportunities and are updated regularly. Click here to read my related article about how to find jobs on employer websites.

Here’s a list of the job sites of the Fortune 1000:

Fortune 1000 Employers and their Job Sites



You Can Find Jobs on Commercial Job Sites

There are more than 15,000 job sites. These are commercial job sites that advertise and come up in search engines.
Employers often pay to post jobs on these sites such as, Monster.com, Hound.com, CareerBuilder.com,
EmploymentCrossing.com, Granted.com and many others.

There are geographic specific and profession specific sites for different types of professions. For example, our company
runs more than two hundred websites catering to various professions and geographic locations:

Accounting, Finance, and Insurance AccountingCrossing

ActuarialCrossing

FinancialServicesCrossing

InsuranceCrossing

LossPreventionCrossing

UnderwritingCrossing

Administrative and Customer Service AdministrativeCrossing

BilingualCrossing

CallCenterCrossing

CustomerServiceCrossing

FacilitiesCrossing

HelpDeskCrossing

SecurityCrossing

Compliance and Quality Assurance AuditorCrossing

ComplianceCrossing

QAQCCrossing

Education CounselingCrossing

EducationCrossing

LibraryCrossing

Engineering, Construction, and Architecture ArchitectureCrossing

CivilEngineeringCrossing

CADCrossing

ConstructionCrossing

EngineeringCrossing

EstimatorCrossing

GISCrossing

HVACCrossing

RealEstateCrossing

TelecomCrossing

Entry Level, Part Time, and Work at Home EntryLevelCrossing

InternshipCrossing

PartTimeCrossing

TeenCrossing

WorkAtHomeCrossing

Human Resources HumanResourcesCrossing

RecruitingCrossing

TrainingCrossing

Information Technology CPlusPlusCrossing

DBACrossing

DotNetCrossing

ECommerceCrossing



InformationTechnologyCrossing

J2EECrossing

ERPCrossing

SQLCrossing

Legal IntellectualPropertyCrossing

LawEnforcementCrossing

Management and Business AccountManagementCrossing

BusinessAnalystCrossing

CLevelCrossing

ConsultingCrossing

ContractManagementCrossing

ExecutiveCrossing

ManagerialCrossing

ProjectManagementCrossing

Manufacturing and Operations BlueCollarCrossing

ManufacturingCrossing

OperationsCrossing

PlanningCrossing

ProcurementCrossing

ProductManagerCrossing

PurchasingCrossing

RetailCrossing

TradingCrossing

Medical, Healthcare, and Sciences BiotechCrossing

CaseManagementCrossing

ChemistCrossing

ClinicalResearchCrossing

DentalCrossing

EnvironmentalCrossing

EnvironmentalHealthAndSafetyCrossing

HealthcareCrossing

NursingCrossing

OccupationalTherapyCrossing

PharmaceuticalCrossing

PhysicalTherapyCrossing

ResearchCrossing

ScienceCrossing

ScientistCrossing

VeterinaryCrossing

Niche $100KCrossing

AgriculturalCrossing

DesignCrossing

DisabledProfessionalsCrossing

DiversityCrossing

DubaiCrossing

EnergyCrossing

GovernmentCrossing

HourlyCrossing

MilitaryCrossing

OilAndGasCrossing

PostdoctoralFellowCrossing

RetirementCrossing

WaterPlantCrossing

Public Interest and Social Services EmergencyServicesCrossing

FundraisingCrossing

NonProfitCrossing

PublicInterestCrossing

VolunteerCrossing



Publishing, Media and Writing EditingCrossing

EntertainmentCrossing

FashionCrossing

JournalismCrossing

MediaCrossing

PrintingCrossing

PublishingCrossing

RadioCrossing

TelevisionCrossing

WritingCrossing

Sales, Marketing, Advertising, and Public
Relations

AdvertisingCrossing

BusinessDevelopmentCrossing

MarketingCrossing

PublicRelationsCrossing

SalesCrossing

Transportation and Logistics AerospaceCrossing

AutomotiveCrossing

AviationCrossing

LogisticsCrossing

TransportationCrossing

TruckingCrossing

Travel and Hospitality ChefCrossing

FoodServicesCrossing

HospitalityCrossing

SportsCrossing

TravelCrossing

Geographic Region Specific Employment AkronCrossing

AlabamaCrossing

AlbuquerqueCrossing

AnaheimCrossing

AnchorageCrossing

ArlingtonCrossing

AtlantaCrossing

AuroraCrossing

AustinCrossing

AustraliaCrossing

BabylonCrossing

BakersfieldCrossing

BaltimoreCrossing

BatonRougeCrossing

BirminghamCrossing

BostonCrossing

BuffaloCrossing

ChandlerCrossing

CharlotteCrossing

ChesapeakeCrossing

ChicagoCrossing

ChulaVistaCrossing

CincinnatiCrossing

ClevelandCrossing

ColoradoSpringsCrossing

ColumbusCrossing

CorpusChristiCrossing

DallasCrossing

DenverCrossing

DetroitCrossing

DubaiCrossing

DurhamCrossing

ElPasoCrossing

FortWayneCrossing



FortWorthCrossing

FresnoCrossing

GarlandCrossing

GreensboroCrossing

HendersonCrossing

HialeahCrossing

HonoluluCrossing

HoustonCrossing

IndianapolisCrossing

IslipCrossing

JacksonvilleCrossing

JerseyCityCrossing

KansasCityCrossing

LaredoCrossing

LasVegasCrossing

LexingtonCrossing

LincolnCrossing

LongBeachCrossing

LosAngelesCrossing

LouisvilleCrossing

LubbockCrossing

MemphisCrossing

MesaCrossing

MiamiCrossing

MilwaukeeCrossing

MinneapolisCrossing

NashvilleCrossing

NewOrleansCrossing

NewYorkCrossing

NewarkCrossing

NorfolkCrossing

NorthHempsteadCrossing

OaklandCrossing

OklahomaCrossing

OmahaCrossing

OrlandoCrossing

OysterBayCrossing

PhiladelphiaCrossing

PhoenixCrossing

PittsburghCrossing

PlanoCrossing

PortlandCrossing

RaleighCrossing

RenoCrossing

RiversideCrossing

RochesterCrossing

SacramentoCrossing

SaintLouisCrossing

SaintPaulCrossing

SaintPetersburgCrossing

SanAntonioCrossing

SanDiegoCrossing

SanFranciscoCrossing

SanJoseCrossing

SantaAnaCrossing

ScottsdaleCrossing

SeattleCrossing

SingaporeCrossing

StocktonCrossing

TampaCrossing

ToledoCrossing

TucsonCrossing

TulsaCrossing

VirginiaBeachCrossing

WashingtonDCCrossing



WichitaCrossing

WinstonSalemCrossing

Our company also has recently launched Granted.com. This site is designed to take your job search to the next level. More
than a year in the making, it gives job seekers free access to thousands of jobs from as many websites and companies.
Newspapers, employer websites, job boards, and other sources are included in Gig's database.

The site covers all major job industries and allows you to upload your resume or resumes and apply to many employers
directly, simplifying the process of your job search.

Below are some pictures of Granted.com's home page along with a few other pages you will see on the site.

Gig categorizes jobs by industry and by location.



Gig lets you upload your resume or resumes, import your profile from LinkedIn, or even create your own resume to submit to
employers.



In addition to our websites (above) there are literally tens of thousands more job sites.

You Can Find Jobs Advertised in Newspapers

The number of newspaper websites is difficult to pin down because there are so many small newspapers all around the
country and the world that publish job listings. The number is really more than 10,000 but only about 5,000 have robust
systems in place that are updated regularly.

Here is a list of national newspapers you can check for job openings:

111 Breaking News

Airforce Times

Alittihadi [In Arabic]

American Banker

American Firefighter Today

The American Reporter

Army Times

Bald Eagle Press

Brief Synopsis (National & International)

ButlerReport

China On TV (China) [In English]

Christian Chameleon

The Christian Post

Christian Press

The Chronicle of Higher Education

CNN

The Coltons Point Times

The Daily Farce

Daily Source

Day Breaking News

Diario de México edición USA

The Examiner

Financial Times (By Subscription Only)

Fox News

Fresh Daily News (National)

The Good American Post

Hurriyet USA [In Turkish]

Integrity Times

International Herald Tribune (International)

Iran News Watch

Irish Echo

Lawyers Weekly

Lemon Global

Like The Dew

LooKera

Makedonski Glas

Marine Corps Times

Media Today USA [In English & Urdu]

Monthly Business Review



Navy Times

News Blaze

News Right Now

Nordamerikanische Wochenpost [In German]

Petroleum News (By Subscription)

Syndicated News NET

The Third Report

The Times Of Earth

U.S. Business Journal (Subscription Only)

USA Focus

USA Latino Politics

USA Today (Arlington, Virginia)

US News

Village Connector Community News

Voice of America Urdu [In Urdu]

WE Port (National)

Zimbabwe International News (Canada & Zimbabwe) [In English]

Here is a list of newspapers (by State):

Directory of United States Newspapers

You Can Find Jobs Through Recruiters

More than 10,000 recruiters across the country maintain good, robust websites that continually post new available jobs. Click
here to read my article about how to use recruiters to find jobs.

Here is a comprehensive list of recruiters:

Directory of Recruiters

You Can Find Jobs on Association Websites

Association websites generally have long lists of pinpointed job postings and are usually well maintained.

Here is a comprehensive list of associations:

Directory of US Associations

You Can Find Jobs on Local Chambers of Commerce Websites

In addition, Chambers of Commerce are an excellent source of jobs. Here is a comprehensive list of Chambers of
Commerce you can check for jobs in your area:

Directory of Chambers of Commerce

In terms of public interest websites with job listings, there are again more than 10,000.

You Can Find Jobs With Public Interest Organizations

Public interest organizations are another big source of job listings and also number around 10,000.

Directory of Public Interest Organizations

You Can Find Jobs With The Government

The number of government websites out there is way above 10,000 and is absolutely astonishing. Click here to read my
article about government websites. Why are there so many? Because this encompasses not only federal government
websites, but also the different agencies within the federal government that often have their own websites. Then you have
states, counties, cities, and even areas or divisions within cities, with their own websites.

For instance, each city’s police department may have its own website. Regarding state career delivery websites, most
states in this country maintain websites that contain lots and lots of state jobs. The site may also be associated with the
unemployment office and can be a very good source of jobs, one that a lot of people don’t think about when they’re looking
for a new position.

You Can Find Jobs With Colleges and Universities (and Other Educational Organizations)

In terms of college and university websites, conservatively we’re talking about 2,500. That number includes only the robust
ones that are continually updated with new college and university jobs. Click here to read my related article about finding
teacher and education jobs.

Here are some job sites that can help you with your search:

Directory of United States Colleges and Universities

There are likely tons of others sources you have not considered as well:

You Can Find Jobs Through Informal Networks

Informal networks are those people who know about a job with their current employer and may have inside knowledge of
unadvertised positions. That number is huge, possibly in the millions. Click here to read my related article about finding jobs
through informal networks.

Current employees can be a good source of recruiting and sell the company or organization to friends, so informal networks
are a very good source of jobs. Employers end up hiring people for jobs before the position is even advertised anywhere
because of the informal network.

You Can Find "Jobs That Do Not Yet Exist"

Then there are jobs that don’t even exist yet. I’ve estimated that there are 10 million sources of those. Pretty much every



employer out there is willing to hire the right person if he or she comes along at the right time. In my opinion, this is probably
the biggest source of jobs out there. If you can make a business case to an employer for why you should be hired and they
believe that you can increase their bottom line, then that employer will likely hire you. Click here to read my related article
about finding jobs where there are no openings.

When you start looking at all these various sources of jobs, one of the most important questions to ask yourself is, “How
many people are applying to each of the jobs?” The reason it’s important to ask yourself this question is that if there are fewer
applicants to a job, you’re more likely to be hired. With less competition, you can show off your most compelling gifts and
make yourself stand out.

Obviously, nobody out there can go to 10,000 employer websites, 10,000 separate job sites, or 10,000 recruiter sites looking
for a job. You need to be very selective with your time, but you need to also understand that within each of these different
categories, the places that receive the fewest applications are typically the best places to get a job. If you’re unemployed,
looking for a new position, or are having a difficult time finding a job that matches what you want to do, your best odds are
going to be with a company that is not receiving a lot of applications.

Typically, the jobs on employer sites are unadvertised and poorly promoted. That might make you think they are getting
fewer applications, but in the case of larger employers, oftentimes they are going to receive many more applicants. For
example, take a big employer, like Microsoft or Google. Everybody has heard of them. If you're living in a town where there’s
a giant Ford factory or huge executive offices with thousands of people, you’re likely to go to that employer looking for a job,
whether they have posted it on a job site or not. That means that with a large employer, there is likely to be lots of
competition, whereas a smaller employer is likely to receive fewer applicants for each position. The reason is simple: people
are more familiar with the larger employers and less familiar with the smaller ones. When they need a job, they automatically
think of the largest employer in town.

Yet, a lot of times, smaller employers are really the best places to work for, especially if they’re growing. With a smaller
employer, if you pick the right one, you can have a lot of potential there as the company grows, and that’s very important.

You may ask yourself, “How many people will I be competing with?” If you’re looking at something in one of the major cities,
you’ll be competing with literally thousands of people for a single job. It’s not uncommon for an employer that posts on a big
website to receive thousands of applications. That is definitely true if we’re talking about positions posted on job sites.
Employers pay a lot of money for those postings because they’re expected to deliver a lot of applicants. Employer sites, by
contrast, are always 100 percent free for an employer to post on. Because of this, an employer will typically post all of its
jobs on its website. In those cases, as I’ve mentioned, it all depends on the size and prestige of the company.

Posting Fees

Now that we’ve gone through the entire list of places where jobs are advertised, I want to give you some indication of costs in
terms of how all these sites work. Meaning, who or what supports these sites and how do they work? It’s important to
understand the money factor because money really does have a lot to do with what is happening to the jobs you’re interested
in.

Employer sites, as I told you earlier, are free for employers to post on, so they will post all of their jobs on their own sites.
Nonprofit, private sector, and government jobs are for the most part also free to post on. Even when they appear on a job
site, the fee is often waived. Association websites, newspaper websites, and job sites will typically charge employers to post,
which means fewer jobs appear on those sites. College and university sites tend to fall in the middle: some charge a fee and
others don’t.

Recruiter sites are a different story. Recruiters typically promote jobs for free for the employer but charge a fee of 15 to 40
percent of your annual salary. That’s called a contingency search. Employers expect very high-quality applicants as a result.
To some extent, that fee may mean using recruiters will reduce the odds of some candidates getting jobs. Imagine, for
example, someone gets a job making $200,000 a year, and the employer has to pay a fee of 25 percent to that person’s
recruiter—that’s a big fee. That’s $50,000.

Side by side, if there wasn’t a fee involved, that may be somewhat of a calculation in the decision to hire someone. For the
most desirable applicants who really stand out, it probably doesn’t matter, but you have to understand that when you come
through a recruiter, there’s a fee involved.

There is one other type of search that recruiters do that is called a retain search. This is the most common type of search. A
retained search can be described as this: if General Electric decides they don’t want to hire people internally, they may
decide to retain a headhunter to work on the search exclusively for them. Because the headhunter has to drop everything to
do this, he or she will typically charge the employer a “flat fee” and then a “success fee” if someone is hired. The employer
will also generally work with the headhunter exclusively to fill the position. This type of search is typically only used for
extremely qualified applicants.

With a contingency fee recruiter, fees will sometimes make it harder for you to get hired, and here’s why: If a fee is being
charged by a recruiter to hire you, that means it’s going to be a little bit harder for you to get hired should two applicants be
compared side by side that are equal, and you have a fee attached while the other one does not. For the most qualified
attorneys, executives, and others, the fee does not matter to hiring organizations. However, it makes a big difference for
small organizations.

Fees are something you should always keep in the back of your mind because it’s telling you whether or not you’re getting a
full understanding of everything going on in the market at one time. You really need to understand everything that’s going on
with your job search, and that includes whether or not a fee is affecting your chances of getting hired.

Privacy

Be concerned about privacy in your job search. Depending on where you’re applying, your privacy may be at risk. This is
particularly true when you are conducting an online search and posting your résumé to various sites. You may ask yourself,
“Why should I care if my résumé is online?” Although I firmly believe it’s in your best interest to have your résumé online
because it’s out there marketing for you, you need to be aware of the risks.

When a job is on an employer’s site, you’re most often applying directly to an employer and the job is not going through any
sort of middleman. The result of this is that you don’t really have to worry about your application getting back to your current
employer, if you have one, or the employer doing anything improper with your application, like stealing your Social Security
number. You don’t have to worry about all those concerns on an employer site.



In contrast, on a job site, privacy is a concern.

You’ve probably heard stories about job sites breaching their clients’ data or résumés getting out. Résumé posting can be
dangerous. There have been incidents of identity theft and that sort of thing happening when your résumé is intercepted.
When you send your résumé to a job site, you really don’t know everything that’s going to happen to it. I’ve even heard
stories about recruiters going onto websites and submitting people for jobs, and then if the person gets the job interview,
calling up that person, and trying to get them interested in doing an interview. This is a clear breach of your privacy. Also note
that job sites and newspaper sites typically do contain a good proportion of recruiter jobs. That means you may not be
applying directly to the employer but to a recruiter—a middleman who may not be as interested in your privacy. I do not
recommend avoiding these sources for jobs altogether, but you do need to know who is handling your personal information at
all times.

In addition to the risk of someone selling your résumé, there's the potential of having your current employer find your résumé
online. I’ve known people who have lost jobs when their employer found out that they were looking for a new job. If you’re in a
good job and your employer finds out that you’re searching for a new position, even if you don’t get let go because of it, it
could hurt your advancement potential. It’s generally a good idea to be as careful as possible when you’re looking for a job, to
protect your confidentiality.

I’ll tell you an interesting story. It’s similar to the results you can have on job sites but it has to do with income opportunity
jobs. This is another instance of people not applying to the jobs that they think they are.

Several years ago, when I was about eighteen or nineteen, I saw an advertisement in the newspaper for a janitor job. The
advertisement said that the job paid some ridiculous amount of money compared to what a janitor job would typically pay
back then. I was intrigued by the ad, so I called them. They told me to come on down and fill out an application. When I got
there, I found a large line of people waiting to fill out an application for being a janitor. I realized very quickly that the odds of
getting this janitor job were going to be very slim.

After some time, I was called into an office and told that I didn’t look like a janitor but instead I should consider being a door-
to-door salesman selling imported knives from Asia and all sorts of cheap things. It turned out these people were using the
high-paying job as a janitor to lure people into doing door-to-door sales all around the city. It’s important to understand that
people may be using one job to generate leads for another. That happens with job sites and recruiter sites. They may be
doing improper things with your application.

What’s important to understand is that privacy concerns really emerge when you start dealing with middlemen, mass market
type employers, or companies who are recruiting people who are a little bit desperate for money, as with the janitor story.

Privacy is somewhat of a concern with college and university sites but it’s not really something you need to worry too much
about most of the time.

Informal networks are very interesting in terms of your privacy concerns. I would go so far as to say there are severe
privacy concerns. The concerns I’m talking about are not necessarily data theft, but too much information or bad information
being passed along. I’ve seen issues with people applying to jobs through friends and family. In most cases, the information
that’s passed along is good, but when you trust a friend to give an application to an employer, the friend may give the
employer both positive and negative information about you because their reputation is on the line if they hire you. That may
actually harm you more than if a friend was not involved in bringing you in.

In addition, your friends may tell the wrong people that you’re looking for a job. Once you start looking for a job through an
informal network, the people that you deal with on a day-to-day basis might know about your job search. Typically, friends tell
other friends each other’s secrets, even if they don’t want them to. That’s just the way it works. When you start using
informal networks, be prepared for your employer to know lots and lots of information about you that you might not want them
to know, both prior to you being hired, if you are hired, and after. I believe that it’s best not to have these nepotism policies.
They typically can lead to a lot of issues with people knowing information they shouldn’t about their fellow employees. That’s
just something to be aware of.

With finding jobs that do not even exist yet, privacy is somewhat of a concern but nothing to be too worried about. As an
example, if you approach an employer saying you want to work for them, and that employer checks with your existing
employer, it could potentially get back to them. It’s a little bit less likely for that to happen in most cases when that employer
has a job posted than when it doesn’t. I’ve certainly never heard of this happening. When someone approaches an employer,
most employers are very close to the vest and keep information confidential about who is looking for a job.

With association websites, privacy may be a concern, especially when the association has a lot of critter jobs and sales
résumé access. Association websites typically sell résumé access. Larger newspapers sell résumé access. Résumé
access is also sold at job sites.

You’ll post your résumé online and employers will come look at it, but also recruiters, thieves, and other people you may not
want getting your information. When résumé access is sold, it can compromise your privacy. It can also be a good way to
track down jobs, as long as you put down the information that you want there. If the site is selling résumé access, it’s
something to be aware of, especially when it’s a large mega site. There are even consolidators out there who will look at your
résumé or steal résumés off a big site, and consolidate them on an even bigger site.

These are the major categories of places where you can find jobs. I would strongly recommend you make sure you can
track down each of the positions you're interested in on all these locations in your job search. I’m so excited about all these
different locations of jobs because of the way I see the market.

I see the market from a 30,000 foot altitude where all of the jobs have been dispersed to so many different locations with
100,000 plus employer sites, 10,000 plus job sites, 10,000 plus good recruiter sites, plus tens of thousands of other
recruiters, 10,000 plus public interest websites, nonprofit sites, 10,000 or 15,000 plus really good newspaper sites, and a
heck of a lot more than that in government websites, state delivery websites, colleges and university sites, informal
networks, and more.

When you’re looking for a job, most people now may look on just a few websites. They may look on a job site, one of the big
ones that they’re familiar with. This way of looking for a job is effective and it works, but imagine how much stronger your job
search is going to be when you start looking at all of these other locations. Suddenly you're open to a whole new world of
opportunities.

To conduct your job search in the most effective way, you need to look at all of these sources of jobs. Once you start doing



https://www.harrisonbarnes.com/

that, it will change everything for you because you’re going to have a much better sense of what’s available in the market.

When most people look at the market, they only look at a very small slice of the jobs. The more you look at jobs and the
more you understand what’s available in the market, the better you’ll do.

This is the roadmap for job market information and the different places you can find open positions. Each of these job
sources has strong positives and as well as drawbacks for your search. That’s why it’s important to canvass each of them.
In future posts we’ll take each type of source in turn and uncover the best ways to use it.

 


